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ABSTRACT
In this paper attempt is made to see the effect of different sizes of recycled aggregate on compressive strength of
concrete. Concrete is the one of most utilized material for construction in the present time. The large share of waste
product formed in the world today is concrete. The use of recycled aggregate not only will solve the problem of dumping
and disposal of concrete, also will solve the problem of utilization of non renewable natural resources i.e. Natural
coarse aggregate. Thus results in the conservation of natural resources. Introducing the recycled aggregate as the
replacement of natural coarse aggregate is an economical way of conserving the natural resources and solving the
problem of dumping and disposal of concrete.
For this M30 grade of concrete was used having ratio 1:2.1:3.96 according to IS 10262:2009. To study the effect of
recycled aggregate cube of size 150×150×150 mm were casted with size of recycled aggregate 16.5mm, 12.5 mm
replacing 50% of natural coarse aggregate. Compressive strength of recycled aggregate is lower than the compressive
strength of normal aggregate but still higher than the design characteristic strength of concrete.
Key words –
Normal Concrete(NC), Recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) and Recycled aggregate (RA), Recycled coarse aggregate concrete
(RCAC).

IntroductionThe crushed product can include a combination of material – concrete, masonry, plaster etc. Depending upon
the structures which are demolished, the crushed product can have a mixture various materials such as
concrete, plaster, bricks etc. Masonry and plaster has low strength and high water absorption, so when they are
used in the producing new concrete, can result in creating many problems. On basis of this, the crushed
product can be classified as recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) and recycled aggregate (RA).
Basically Recycled concrete aggregate is the crushed concrete, formed by crushing of concrete. Recycled
aggregate contains the mixture of aggregate formed by crushed product of the plaster and masonry.
The recycled coarse aggregate concrete (RCAC) is the concrete formed by replacing the natural aggregate by
the recycled concrete aggregate. RCAC is similar to the normal concrete but the only difference is that RCAC
is concrete formed by the recycled aggregate which are formed by the demolishing concrete waste. At
present time, the most of research on the RCAC and used of RCAC as the concrete for construction are done
in the developed countries like Japan, Europe and united states etc., the research of RCAC is at initial stage
in India till today. It is necessary to evaluate the physical and mechanical properties of concrete to assure its
use in producing RCAC structural elements with waste material which is locally available.
Objective and MethodologyThe main objective of this study is to determine the effect of different sizes of recycled aggregate on
compressive strength of concrete according to IS 456:2000. For this M30 grade of concrete was used having
ratio 1:2.1:3.96 according to IS 10262:2009. To study the effect of recycled aggregate cube of size
150×150×150 mm were casted with size of recycled aggregate 16.5mm, 12.5 mm replacing 50% of natural
coarse aggregate.
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The cubes were prepapred using normal concrete and 50% replacement of coarse aggregate with recycled
aggregate of size 16.5mm and 50% replacement of coarse aggregate with recycled aggregate of size 12.5mm.
Table 1:- Classification of Cubes
S.no.
Mix
Type of concrete
1.
NC
NC cube containing concrete having normal aggregate
2.
RAC16.5 Cube containing 50% recycled aggregate of size 16.5mm replacing coarse aggregate.
3.
RAC12.5 Cube containing 50% recycled aggregate of size 12.5mm replacing coarse aggregate.
Result and DiscussionBy performing test onthe cubes prepared using normal concrete and 50% replacement of coarse aggregate
with recycled aggregate of size 16.5mm and 50% replacement of coarse aggregate with recycled aggregate of
size 12.5mm following result was obtained :Table 2:- Compresive Strength Of Cube

Classification
NC
RAC16.5
RAC12.5

Sample
1
38.48
37.43
35.55

Sample
2
39.66
35.55
40

Sample
3
42.43
43.53
31.33

Mean compressive
strength (N/mm2)

Specified compressive strength
acc to IS 456 for M30
grade(N/mm2)

40.19
38.83
35.55

>Fck=30
>Fck=30
>Fck=30

The compressive strength of RAC comes out to be less than that of normal concrete but still higher than the
characteristic strength. The compressive strength of RAC16.5 is less than NC by 3.3%. The compressive
strength of RAC12.5 is less than NC by 11.54%. The compressive strength of RAC12.5 is less than RAC16.5
by 8.4%.
Graph 1:- Showing Mean Compressive Strength
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CONCLUSIONSBy performing test onthe cubes prepared using normal concrete and 50% replacement of coarse aggregate
with recycled aggregate of size 16.5mm and 50% replacement of coarse aggregate with recycled aggregate of
size 12.5mm following result was obtained :1. Compressive strength of recycled aggregate is lower than the compressive strength of normal aggregate
but still higher than the design characteristic strength of concrete
2. The compressive strength of RAC16.5 is less than NC by 3.3%. The compressive strength of RAC12.5 is
less than NC by 11.54%.
3. The compressive strength of RAC12.5 is less than RAC16.5 by 8.4%.
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